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Abstract

A new high-power electromagnetic acoustic transducer (EMAT) solid state pulser

system has been developed that is capable of driving up to 4 EMAT coils with

programmable phase delays, allowing for focusing and steering of the acoustic

field. Each channel is capable of supplying an excitation current of up to 1.75

kA for a pulse with a rise time of 1 µs. Finite element and experimental data are

presented which demonstrate a signal enhancement by a factor of 3.5 (compared

to a single EMAT coil) when using the system to transmit a longitudinal ultra-

sound pulse through a 22.5 cm thick as-cast steel slab sample. Further signal

enhancement is demonstrated through the use of an array of detection EMATs,

and a demonstration of artificial internal defect detection is presented on a thick

steel sample. The design of this system is such that it has the potential to be

employed at elevated temperatures for diagnostic measurements of steel during

the continuous casting process.

Keywords: EMAT, ultrasonics, array, longitudinal wave

1. Introduction

Diagnostic assessment of internal product quality during the continuous cast-

ing of steel is currently limited to offline and largely destructive methods, such

as acid etching followed by sulphur printing [1], chemical analysis of drilled

core samples [2] and optical emission spectroscopy methods [3]. There is a5
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requirement from industry to perform product quality tests non-destructively

and continuously during the casting process to allow feedback to the casting

operators. This could, in principle, mitigate the development of internal de-

fects, which both reduce the steel’s sale value and in some cases present safety

concerns [2, 4, 5].10

Detection of internal defects during the casting process presents a number

of difficulties for conventional non-destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques; the

high operating temperatures, surface roughness and continuous movement of the

sample necessitate the consideration of a non-contacting approach. The thick-

ness of a cast steel slab lies in a range from 12 - 30 cm, which is sufficient15

to preclude the consideration of practical radiographic measurements, and to

perform active thermography through such a sample thickness would be im-

practical, due to the variable and uncontrolled ambient temperatures of the

casting environment and the likelihood of false indications arising from sur-

face oxide scale. Ultrasound measurements have been identified as a realistic20

prospect of probing the surface and bulk of a cast slab and are the subject of

previous studies on cast steel diagnostics [6, 7, 8, 9], but there still exist a num-

ber of challenges when attempting to use acoustics. Namely, the slab itself is

relatively thick (up to 30 cm) and contains inhomogeneous and relatively large

grain structures when compared to the expected dimensions of a casting defect.25

Hence attenuation of ultrasound signals, in particular the higher-frequency sig-

nals that have scattered from defects, will reduce detected signal amplitudes

significantly. Additionally, previous studies have demonstrated that ultrasonic

attenuation in metallic samples increases at high temperatures [7, 10, 11].

Non-contacting methods of ultrasound generation are well-established [12,30

13, 14, 15], but the problem of non-contact measurements during continuous

casting requires special considerations. The high sample temperatures of up

to 1100 ◦C potentially make water jet coupling of piezoelectric transducers im-

practical [16], and the large impedance mismatch between the air and the steel

sample precludes the use of air-coupled transducers [14]. Ablative laser gener-35

ation of ultrasound in steel billets during the casting process has already been
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demonstrated, and generates sufficient ultrasound wave amplitudes for both sur-

face defect characterisation and possibly bulk wave measurements [8, 17, 18].

However, laser sources are relatively expensive, high-power laser beams present

implications for the steel mill’s safety regulations, the surface ablation pits can40

interfere with other visual inspection systems in place at the steel mill and large

surface coverage interferometric detection of ultrasound waves using lasers is

difficult in optically-rough and moving samples [19]. Electromagnetic acoustic

transducers (EMATs) have been used as ultrasonic detectors in conjunction with

ablative laser generation sources for surface measurements of continuously cast45

steel billets [8, 20], and so represent one possibility for performing bulk diag-

nostic tests. The low cost and minimal requirement for adaptations to the steel

mill’s safety protocols makes an entirely EMAT-based system attractive, but

their poor transduction efficiency presents challenges in obtaining a practicable

signal-to-noise ratio [21, 22]. The work presented here concerns the develop-50

ment of an EMAT phased array concept to overcome this inherent drawback of

EMATs.

2. Methods

2.1. EMAT Generation and Detection

The EMAT generator devices presented in this work consist of an inductor55

coil driven with a high amplitude (kA) dynamic current. Such devices have been

demonstrated in previous studies to be relatively efficient bulk wave generation

sources [23, 24, 25, 26], and should in principle be more industrially-robust than

conventional EMAT designs, since there is no requirement for an electromagnet

or for active cooling of a permanent magnetic material to maintain a sensor60

temperature lower than the Curie point.

When a coil-only EMAT above an electrically-conducting sample is driven

with a large transient current pulse, the resulting time-varying magnetic field

induces an eddy current density profile in the sample. Under the plane wave

approximation for the magnetic field, the magnitude and phase of this current65

3
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Applied Field

Longitudinal Ultrasonic Wave

EMAT Coil

Eddy Currents Lorentz Force

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a coil-only EMAT generator. The dynamic driving current

in the coil leads to a time-varying magnetic field, which induces eddy currents in the sample

surface. These eddy currents interact with the dynamic field to produce mechanical forces in

accordance with equation 2, and hence lead to the propagation of ultrasound waves.

density profile decays exponentially with depth into the sample with a charac-

teristic length scale known as the electromagnetic skin depth [27, 28, 29]:

J = J0e
−i zδ e−

z
δ , (1)

where J0 is the magnitude of the current density, J, at the surface, z is the depth

into the sample and δ is the electromagnetic skin depth. The total induced

current, as calculated from an integration of the current density profile over70

depth, can be shown to be equivalent to a surface image current with magnitude

J0δ
2 and a phase lag with respect to the driving voltage of −π

4 [27], allowing the

eddy current distribution to be modeled as a current sheet as shown in figure 1.

The eddy currents interact with the EMAT’s dynamic field and induce me-

chanical forces in the sample’s surface through the Lorentz force (FL), which is75

a vector cross product of the eddy current density and the magnetic field density

(B) [29]:

FL = J×B. (2)

Inspection of figure 1 indicates that the polarity of both the induced eddy cur-
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rents and the dynamic field lines will reverse when the current in the driving

coil is reversed, leading to exclusively repulsive mechanical forces normal to the80

sample surface at twice the frequency of the applied driving current [29].

EMAT generation relies on the scattering of conduction band electrons from

metal atoms to impart momentum into the metallic lattice; this is an inefficient

process, due to the small electron-atom mass ratio. This contrasts with EMAT

detection, which is a more efficient process, since sample motion is inherent to85

the incidence of an acoustic wave. The motion of the conducting sample in an

applied magnetic field induces dynamic currents in the sample, which themselves

induce a measurable potential difference in the detection coil. In detection, a

static bias magnetic field is always required, usually supplied by a permanent

magnet [29]. This usually means that a coil-only EMAT cannot act as a detector90

(work has been published which demonstrates the use of a specialised driving

circuit for coil-only devices to detect bulk ultrasonic modes [24], but due to the

added complexity, such a setup is not considered here).

The inherent inefficiency of electromagnetic ultrasound generation means

that EMAT measurements typically suffer from poor signal-to-noise ratios. This95

issue is compounded by the expected low signal amplitudes arising from the cast

steel sample grain coarseness and high temperatures discussed in section 1, and

hence design considerations are required to improve the signal amplitude of an

EMAT-based system.

2.2. Phased Array Generation and Beamforming100

One approach that can be taken to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of a mea-

surement is to utilise a phased array to increase the signal amplitude through

linear superposition; if the ultrasound signals are summed coherently, the result-

ing total signal amplitude increases, whilst any stochastic noise in the measure-

ment sums incoherently. Enhancement of EMAT sensitivity by the geometric105

focusing of shear waves has been reported previously, however the approach

taken relied on toneburst current excitations, which are more limited in power

than the pulsed currents described in this work, and the dependence on geo-
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metric focusing prevented dynamic beamforming [30, 21]. The novelty of the

work described here is the development of a high power EMAT phased array,110

designed specifically for the inspection of thick, attenuative industrial samples.

Phased array generation and detection of ultrasound is a well-established

technique for focusing and steering acoustic waves in both medical diagnostics

and NDE [31]. By applying appropriate phase delays to each element, a point

in space can be chosen such that the wavefront from each element will arrive115

simultaneously so that the acoustic beam is locally intense. In order to per-

form beam focusing, the phase delays are calculated by first calculating the

propagation time from each element to the chosen focus, then subtracting the

maximum propagation time from each element. The applied time delay, φ, can

be expressed as:120

φi =

√
x2max + y2max

cL
−
√
x2i + y2i
cL

, (3)

where the subscript i refers to the ith element in the array, cL is the longitudinal

wave propagation speed, x is the displacement in x of the element from the focus,

y is the displacement in y from the focus and the subscript max refers to the

element that lies at the greatest distance from the focus.

The work presented here describes the development of a phased EMAT array125

generation system to enhance signals transmitted through the full thickness of

as-cast steel slab samples.

3. Results

3.1. EMAT Phased Array Driving Electronics

As discussed in section 2.1, coil-only EMAT designs require large dynamic130

currents for efficient ultrasound generation, and hence a bespoke excitation cir-

cuit. The driving electronics for the experimental tests of the EMAT generation

array consist of a capacitor bank discharged through a solid state switching

device for each channel (see figure 2). The phase delays are applied by a field-

programmable gate array (FPGA) unit and have a temporal resolution of 2.5 ns.135

The temporal current profile of the excitation pulse was measured by placing a
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the phased array driving circuit. Each channel consists of

a bank of capacitors that are charged to an input voltage, Vin = 850 V. For each channel,

a solid state switching device is used to discharge the capacitor bank’s current through the

EMAT coils. A field-programmable gate array (FPGA) unit is used to apply phase delays on

each channel, with the phase delays pre-determined on a personal computer and sent to the

FPGA unit over a serial connection.

small resistance of 0.1 Ω in series with the EMAT coil being driven. A voltage

measurement across this resistance was used to determine the current passing

through it, and hence the EMAT coil, through the use of Ohm’s law. For a

supplied pulse with a rise time of 1 µs, the peak current amplitude is 1.75 kA140

per channel (see figure 3).

The driving circuit is similar to the driving electronics described by previous

studies describing the development of a coil-only send-receive EMAT [32], but

is capable of achieving much higher current amplitudes and hence more intense

ultrasound generation, since the magnitude of the self-field Lorentz force scales145

with the square of the excitation current [29]. Even higher current amplitudes

have been reported for a single coil using a spark-gap discharge driving circuit,

although this is not as practical as a solid state switching method [23, 24, 32].

The solid state switching for each channel allows for accurate and reliable appli-
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Figure 3: Excitation current pulse with a rise time of 1.0 µs and a peak value of approximately

1.75 kA. The current pulser system used to drive the EMAT array contains four channels

capable of delivering these current pulses.

cation of phase delays, which is essential for control of the phased array beam150

characteristics.

3.2. Finite Element Analysis

The commercial software package PZFlex was used for all following finite

element calculations. PZFlex implements an explicit time domain integration

algorithm for solving dynamic elastic and acoustic fields. Further details relating155

specifically to the finite element solver can be found in reference [33].

3.2.1. Pulsed EMAT Array Optimisation

A high power EMAT pulser system consisting of four independent channels

with programmable time delays was developed for EMAT array measurements

on cast steel samples. Prior to the development of an experimental EMAT160

phased array transducer, finite element models were used to determine opti-

mal array parameters. Compared to typical commercially available piezoelec-

tric phased array systems, which are capable of driving up to 256 independent

channels [31], the number of output channels available on the phased EMAT

8
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the finite element model geometry used for the optimisation

study. EMAT elements were modeled by applying a spatially-uniform, temporally-varying

pressure load on appropriate elements on the sample surface.

pulser’s driving electronics is low. Typically when designing a phased array165

of any kind, it is beneficial to adhere to the diffraction limit and maintain an

element separation equal to, or less than, a half-wavelength. With such a lim-

ited number of elements, however, the aperture would be small when adhering

to the diffraction limit and hence the expected beam characteristics would be

poor. Moreover, the inherent inefficiency of EMATs necessitates relatively large170

transducer footprints for practicable signal-to-noise ratios, making adherence to

the diffraction limit difficult. A finite element study was therefore conducted to

ascertain the best array parameters (element separation and element width) to

achieve both a narrow beamwidth and sufficient sidelobe suppression.

Analysis of the self-field Lorentz generation mechanism indicates that the175

coil-only design can be approximated as a rectangular piston source [26]. Each

EMAT element was therefore modeled by applying a uniform, time-varying,

pressure profile across the relevant surface nodes in the model. Analytical mod-

eling of the self-field mechanism indicates that the Lorentz force is proportional

to the square of the driving current, leading to a doubling of the frequency180

content in the case of harmonic time dependence. The square of a half-cycle of

a sine wave with a period of 2.0 µs was therefore chosen as the driving func-

tion for the pressure load in the model, to approximate the temporal pressure

9
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Figure 5: Example simulated beam profile data for a four-element array with element spacing

6 mm and element width 4 mm for a chosen focal point at a depth of 11 cm. The area shaded

in red is within the 3 dB beam width. The blue area is outside of the 3 dB beam width and

is where artifacts associated with non-conformance with the diffraction limit arise in the form

of side and grating lobes.

variation supplied by a coil-only EMAT driven by the current profile shown in

figure 3. A pressure amplitude of 40 MPa was selected as an order-of-magnitude185

approximation as determined from semi-analytical modeling.

The slowest expected bulk wave velocity in steel, the shear velocity, cS , is

approximately 3150 ms−1, depending on the elastic constants of the sample

being considered. The Fourier spectrum of the driving function indicates there

is significant frequency content in the acoustic wave up to a frequency value,190

f = 2 MHz. In this model, the smallest expected wavelength of an ultrasound

wave propagating in the bulk of the sample, λmin, is therefore approximately

λmin = cSf
−1 = 1.6 mm. A finite element grid was meshed with an element

density of 16 elements per wavelength in order to avoid numerical artifacts

arising from coarse meshing relative to the wavelength [33].195

Internal defects of interest in cast steel, such as segregation defects and

associated cracking, are likely to lie along the centreline, which in a 22.5 cm

thick slab is at a depth of approximately 11 cm below the sample surface [34, 35].
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Figure 6: Modeled variation of the 3 db beamwidth (left) and main lobe to side lobe power

ratio (right) with element spacing for a four-element phased array with 1 mm wide elements.

As the array’s aperture is increased, the beamwidth is reduced at the expense of increased

signal content outside of the 3 dB beamwidth.

Phase delays were therefore applied in accordance with equation 3 to model the

focusing of an incident longitudinal ultrasound pulse at a depth of 11 cm (see200

figure 4). The EMAT pulsing system available for experimental use has four

channels, and so for meaningful comparison of the model with experimental

results, a four-element EMAT generator was modeled in this way.

The EMAT generation array can be characterised in terms of two defin-

ing parameters; the element separation (the distance between the centre nodes205

of adjacent elements) and the element width (the width of the active element

region). The aim of the study was to obtain the optimal values for these pa-

rameters to achieve a narrow beam width and high directivity in the generated

beam.

A series of simulations were run in which the element width was kept con-210

stant at 1 mm and the element separation was varied between 1 and 20 mm.

The model output was a two-dimensional grid of pressure history data for each

node in the simulation. The beam profile was obtained by defining a semi-circle

with radius 11 cm about the centre of the array and plotting the maximum abso-

lute values from the pressure histories of the corresponding nodes as a function215

of angle from normal incidence. The beam profile was then parameterised in
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Figure 7: Modeled variation of the 3 db beamwidth (left) and main lobe to side lobe power ratio

(right) with element width for a four-element phased array with an element spacing of 6 mm.

The total variation in the beamwidth is quite small over the whole range of element widths,

and the point-wise variation arises due to truncation errors associated with grid discretisation.

Increasing the element width leads to a negligible effect on the beamwidth, whilst improving

the main lobe power ratio.

terms of the 3 dB beam width (the angular range in which the beam amplitude

is greater than, or equal to, half of the maximum amplitude, see figure 5) and

in terms of the logarithmic ratio of integrated beam amplitude within the 3 dB

beam width to integrated amplitude without of the 3 dB beam width. The first220

parameter serves as a metric for comparing the directivity of the main beam

lobe; a narrower beam width gives a more localised high pressure region, which

is beneficial when aiming to separate defect indications that lie laterally close to

each other. The second parameter serves as an indication of the relative ampli-

tude of side lobes; if the ratio is low, then more of the beam energy is directed225

outside of the main beam width and in separate lobes that are directed away

from the intended target region, leading to regions of high localised amplitudes

other than the intended focus, and therefore potentially confusing attempts at

defect localisation using a focused beam.

The results from this series of simulations are displayed in figure 6. The230

overall observed trend is that an increased element separation reduces the 3

dB beam width, which is desirable, though at the expense of increasing power

distributed through side lobes. This is to be expected; the larger array aperture
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leads to a more well-defined focus, however since the number of elements in

the array remains constant, each increase in aperture size moves the element235

separation further away from the diffraction limit and hence increasingly large

side lobes are observed.

This can be to an extent mitigated by choosing a suitable element width.

Figure 7 displays the beam characteristics modeled by choosing an array sepa-

ration of 6 mm and varying the element width between 0.5 and 5.5 mm. It is240

observed that wider elements reduce side lobe generation for a marginal decrease

in beam width. Intuitively, this can be explained through the consideration of

each element as a normally-acting piston source. As the element width increases,

proportionally more of the energy is directed downwards compared to a smaller

element, for which contributions from the piston edge are proportionally greater245

and lead to non-normally-incident wave generation.

A full optimisation would require modeling array parameters throughout

the two-dimensional parameter space, however it is clear from modeling with

the fixed width and separation values that the choice of a large aperture with

large elements leads to smaller beam widths with suppressed side lobes. The250

data in figure 6 show that large increases in element separation beyond 10

mm produce diminishing returns in terms of beam width, with the minimum

achievable beamwidth being approximately 10 degrees. It was therefore decided

that an EMAT array with element separation of 6 mm and with element widths

of 4 mm provided a suitable compromise between narrow beam widths and255

suppressed side lobes. This choice of design gives a 3 dB beam width of 20

degrees, which corresponds to a lateral size of 8 cm in the centreline region (11

cm away from the transducer).

3.2.2. Phased Array Signal Enhancement

Using the optimised array parameters obtained in section 3.2.1, it is possible260

to determine the expected improvement in signal amplitude that results from

phased array generation. A finite element model was constructed in which a

four-element EMAT array on the upper surface of a 22.5 cm thick steel block

13
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Figure 8: When an EMAT is used as a detection device, the oscillatory motion of the con-

ducting sample’s surface in the presence of a bias magnetic field generates eddy currents in

the sample, which can be detected using an induction coil near the sample’s surface. A bias

magnetic field is always required when operating an EMAT as a detector, hence most designs

utilise permanent magnets.

focused an incident longitudinal ultrasound pulse on the opposing surface di-

rectly underneath it. The driving function and mesh density were as described265

in section 3.2.1.

An EMAT detector is sensitive to surface particle velocity, and hence in order

to model the signal as detected using an EMAT, the velocity vector history was

recorded for each node in the simulation grid. Nodes on the lower surface were

chosen which corresponded to an EMAT detector, with a footprint described by270

figure 10 (the geometry of the EMAT detectors used for experimental valida-

tion in this study), placed directly opposite the generation array. Out-of-plane

velocity components in the bias field shown in figure 8 generate opposing eddy

currents under each half of the detection coil (since the in-plane field has op-

posing polarities beneath each half of the coil), and hence out-of-plane particle275

velocities at surface nodes corresponding to the detection coil can be directly

summed to obtain a proxy of the voltage signal as measured by the inductor

coil. The out-of-plane bias field components do not have opposite polarities

under each half of the coil, however, and so for a velocity vector that lies in the

plane of the surface, unidirectional eddy currents are generated, leading to the280

14
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induced currents in the detection coil canceling each other. In-plane particle

velocities at the coil surface nodes were therefore summed over each half of the

coil and then subtracted to account for this cancellation effect.

The resulting values give a measure of the calculated relative amplitude of

the expected EMAT signal, however the numbers are not directly comparable285

to experimental measurements without a full model of the EMAT detection de-

vice. This is an unnecessary complication due to the non-trivial field geometries

arising from the permanent bias field and its interaction with the steel sample,

the dependence of eddy current densities on sample properties and the degree

of mutual inductance between the detection coil and the sample. Instead, it290

is sufficient to compare the difference in amplitude between similar models of

a single EMAT element and a phased array to determine the expected signal

enhancement from using the phased array approach.

The resulting velocity histories, summed over the appropriate nodes, are

shown for the cases of a single EMAT generation element and generation by a295

phased array in figure 9. The difference in the peak-to-peak amplitude of the

incident longitudinal pulse is a factor of 3.7. This result is to be expected, since

it is approximately equal to the number of extra elements applied (though it is

expected to be lower than 4, since attenuation losses at the focal point from the

outer elements will be greater than for an element positioned directly above the300

focus, due to the increased path length).

3.3. EMAT detector design

A coil-only EMAT generator predominantly excites mechanical forces that

lie out of the sample’s surface plane, and hence lead primarily to longitudi-

nal wave generation (see section 2.1). Efficient detection of these transmitted305

longitudinal signals therefore requires an EMAT design that is sensitive to out-

of-plane particle motion, and hence requires a static bias field with significant

in-plane components. This is relatively difficult to achieve, since the permanent

magnet supplying the bias field must lie above the sample surface and because

the in-plane magnetic flux density falls rapidly with distance from the magnet’s310
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Figure 9: Finite element analysis demonstrates a factor of 3.7 improvement in the peak to

peak amplitude of the transmitted longitudinal ultrasound signal from a four-element phased

array when compared to a single element.

edge. Most longitudinal EMAT designs therefore involve winding an inductor

coil around the edge of a permanent magnet, where there are significant paral-

lel and perpendicular components to the field. Such a design leads to a large

parasitic inductance in the coil, however, and the small area over which there

are parallel field components leads to relatively weak received signals. For the315

application of bulk wave measurements in thick steel casts, it is important to op-

timise the detection EMATs, since the sample’s thickness and high attenuation

leads to small detectable signals.

Newer EMAT designs have considered the positioning of a flat spiral detec-

tion coil between magnets of alternating polarity [36] (see figure 8). The chief320

advantage of these designs is that they reduce the parasitic inductance in the

coil and expose more of the coil’s length to the sample, and so lead to more effi-

cient detection of longitudinal ultrasound waves. Since the coils are still placed

at the magnet edges, there is still in-plane particle motion sensitivity, and hence

these designs are also suitable for detection of shear wave modes.325

A longitudinal EMAT detector was constructed using 5×10×2.5 mm NdFeB

magnets. A 3D printed housing was used to hold three stacks of three such
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Figure 10: Schematic diagram depicting the coil dimensions of the detection sensor. Copper

wire of 0.14 mm diameter was wound into kapton tape that was pressed into 3D printed

coil templates with these dimensions. The magnets used in the detection sensor were NdFeB

magnets with a height (out of the page) of 2.5mm, stacked three high. Separation gaps

between the magnets ensure that in-plane static magnetic field components are large enough

for out-of-plane particle displacement detection.

magnets with alternating polarities at a separation of 0.3 mm, and to align the

inductor coil correctly in the resulting gaps between the magnets. Copper wire

with a 0.14 mm diameter was used to wind a racetrack coil, with track width 3330

mm, into the plastic template grooves beneath the magnets such that its edges

lay under the magnet’s edges. The coil was encased in kapton tape (see figure

10).

3.4. Experimental Validation of Signal Enhancement

Experimental validation of the amplitude enhancement observed in the finite335

element modeling was achieved using a four-element high power EMAT pulser

and a series of EMAT generation coils wound into a 3D printed plastic template
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Figure 11: Schematic diagram depicting the coil dimensions of the generation array. Copper

wire of 0.14 mm diameter was wound into kapton tape that was pressed into 3D printed coil

templates with these dimensions.

to ensure tight control over element width and spacing. The EMAT array’s

generation coils were wound into a 3D printed template using 0.14 mm diameter

copper wire enclosed in kapton tape. The parameters of the array (element340

spacing and width) were chosen on the basis of the finite element study presented

in section 3.2.1, and so the width of each individual racetrack coil element was

4 mm, with the distance between the centres of adjacent elements being 6 mm

(see figure 11).

Phase delays were applied in accordance with equation 3 to the four-element345

generation array to focus an incident pulse of longitudinal waves on the opposing

face of a 22.5 cm thick as-cast steel slab sample. A single edge-field detection

EMAT (constructed as described in section 3.3) was placed directly opposite;

this was connected to an amplifier, which was then connected to an oscilloscope

to measure the time-dependent voltage across the detection coil (see figure 12).350

An A-scan recording of the voltage history resulting from phased array genera-

tion was compared to the signal recorded when just a single generation element,

placed directly opposite the detection coil, was fired (see figure 13). These mea-
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Figure 12: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. The EMAT pulser (described in

figure 2 drives the EMAT generation array (described in figure 11), which generates a focused

longitudinal ultrasound wave. This is detected on the opposing side of the as-cast steel slab

sample by the detection EMAT (described in figure 10). The signal is passed through an

amplifier before being recorded on an oscilloscope.

surements were taken with no coherent averaging, but were digitally filtered

using a Butterworth bandpass filter with low and high pass bands of 0.1 and355

5.0 MHz respectively, and an order parameter of 1.

The received signals demonstrate a clear improvement in transmitted signal

amplitude by a factor of approximately 3.5 when using a four-element phased

array generator instead of a single EMAT. This figure is in good agreement with

the expected enhancement by a factor of 3.7 determined from finite element360

analysis, as discussed in section 3.2.2.

3.5. Enhancement Using a Detection Array

The amplitude enhancement demonstrated by the use of a four-channel gen-

eration array can be further improved through the coherent addition of the

transmitted signal as detected using an array of detection EMATs. Using the365

design outlined in section 3.3, an array of three detection EMATs was con-

structed with spacings of 3.0 cm between adjacent elements. The transmitted

signal from the coil-only array generating at the opposite end of the sample
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Figure 13: Experimental data demonstrating the enhancement of a longitudinal ultrasound

signal transmitted through a 22.5 cm thick as-cast steel sample when using a four-element

phased EMAT generation array. The signal amplitude is improved by a factor of 3.5 when

compared to a single element, which is in good agreement with the factor of 3.7 improvement

predicted by finite element analysis (see figure 9)

and focusing at a depth of 11 cm was recorded independently on each detection

channel. The transmitted longitudinal pulse signal was identified in the A-scan370

trace recorded by the central element in the detection array and cross-correlated

with the data from each channel to determine the phase separation of the signal

as recorded by each element. These phase delays were then applied to the A-

scan data from each channel, before summing to produce a single A-scan data

set with enhanced amplitude in the longitudinal signal.375

The principle of noise reduction through this delay-and-sum method is that

any genuine ultrasonic signals arriving in the expected time intervals should be

coherent and add constructively, whereas any noise due to stochastic processes

should sum to zero if enough independent measurements are considered. This

method therefore enhances ultrasound signals in the chosen time window and380

suppresses information which is not coherent between the independent measure-

ments and is therefore likely composed of random noise. Assuming there are

no physical differences between the signals detected by adjacent elements (ad-
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Figure 14: Comparison of the transmitted signals as received by a single EMAT detector and

as received by three separate detectors after coherent summation. The improvement in the

signal-to-noise ratio is 5.75 dB, which is comparable to the 4.77 dB improvement expected

from the application of three coherent averages

ditional signals from defects or differences in the signal of interest, which arise

due to the different spatial positions of the elements), the method is identical to385

the concept of coherent averaging, and thus is expected to improve the signal

to noise ratio by a factor of
√
N , where N is the total number of elements used

for detection and the signal and noise are parameterised in terms of their root

mean square values [37].

The signal-to-noise ratio of an acoustic signal is here defined as 20 times the390

base 10 logarithm of the ratio of the sections of the A-scan trace that correspond

to the signal of interest and which correspond to regions containing only noise,

where no signals are expected:

SNR = 20 log10


√

1
nsig

∑
i S

2
i√

1
nnoise

∑
iN

2
i

 , (4)

where SNR is the value of the signal-to-noise ratio in decibels, nsig and nnoise

are the number of discrete values in the time series corresponding to the signal395

and noise sections of the data respectively and Si and Ni are the ith respec-

tive amplitude values of the signal and noise time series. In the A-scan data
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presented in figure 14, the signal was defined as the transmitted longitudinal

pulse recorded between 37.0 and 41.0 µs. The section of the A-scan trace be-

yond 41.0 µs was not considered for the signal-to-noise ratio comparison, since400

it isn’t strictly composed only of stochastic noise; spurious scattered and mode-

converted signals from grain structures in the sample would be expected to

arrive after the main longitudinal pulse, and so the data in this region contain

genuine acoustic signals that contain some information relating to the sample’s

grain structures. The noise was instead defined as the region between 15.0 and405

35.0 µs, since it is physically impossible for acoustic signals from the generation

source to be detected in this time window, and hence the data here represent

genuine stochastic noise. The signal-to-noise ratio of the A-scans corresponding

to the single detection element and to the coherent summation of signals from

three detection elements (shown in figure 14) were calculated to be 25.67 dB410

and 31.42 dB respectively. The difference between these two values is 5.75 dB,

which is comparable to the expected improvement due to coherent summation

of 3 measurements (20 log10

(√
3
)

= 4.77 dB), indicating both that the delay

and summation method does improve the signal-to-noise ratio, and that it is

identical to the coherent averaging method in the absence of spurious signals415

between elements.

4. Side-Drilled Hole Detection

With sufficient signal-to-noise ratio on detected ultrasound pulses propa-

gated through the full thickness of a cast slab sample, it is possible to begin

looking at detection experiments for internal defects. A four-element phased420

generation array was placed on the upper surface of a 32 cm thick steel sample

with a 6 mm diameter side-drilled hole centred at a depth of 16 cm (see figure

15). Phase delays were applied in accordance with equation 3 to focus the inci-

dent longitudinal beam on the defect. A detection EMAT was placed adjacent

to the generation array to record any backscattered ultrasound signals.425

Close proximity of the detector coil to the high current generation devices
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Figure 15: Schematic diagram of the pulse-echo experiment setup. The coil configuration

shown was chosen to minimise exposure of the detection coil to magnetic flux from the gen-

eration coils and to minimise sensitivity to generated Rayleigh waves, which propagate per-

pendicular to the long axis of the coil. Path 1 corresponds to an incident longitudinal pulse

(L) that is back-scattered at the defect. The total path length for path 1 is 31.4 cm and the

longitudinal prpagation speed is approximately 5950 ms−1, which leads to a signal arrival

time of 52.8 µs. Path 2 corresponds to a longitudinal pulse that is reflected off the sample’s

backwall as a longitudinal wave before mode-converting to a shear wave (S) (due to tangential

components to the displacement vectors at the defect’s interface) and scattering forwards from

the defect. The total propagation distance of the longitudinal mode in path 2 is 47.7 cm, and

the shear mode travels 16.3 cm at a propagation speed of approximately 3150 ms−1. The sum

of the propagation times for these two path components leads to a signal arrival time of 132

µs. These defect indications are visible in figure 16, labelled b). and d). respectively.
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Figure 16: Pulse-echo A-scan data recorded on a 32 cm thick steel sample with a 6 mm diame-

ter side-drilled hole at a depth of 16 cm (see figure 15). The received signals are interpreted as:

(a), Rayleigh wave signals reflected from the sample edges at the surface, (b), back-scattered

longitudinal wave from the defect, (c), reflected longitudinal wave from the sample’s backwall,

(d), reflected longitudinal wave from the back wall that has mode-converted at the defect and

forward-scattered as a shear wave.

can saturate the amplifier and make detection of reflected ultrasound signals

difficult. To an extent, this can be overcome through careful consideration of

the relative positioning of the detection and generation coils. The generation

elements used here are elongated, rounded rectangles or ‘racetrack’ shapes, and430

so the largest magnetic flux density during excitation occurs perpendicular to

the long axis of the coil. Detection coils in close proximity exposed to this

long axis become saturated during the excitation pulse. This effect can be

mitigated by providing a suitable separation (3 cm) between parallel generation

and detection coils, but this comes with the complication that the detection435

coils are aligned to efficiently detect Rayleigh waves, which mask signals arriving

from the sample’s interior. Instead, the coils can be aligned perpendicular to the

generation array elements as shown in figure 15, which both exposes much less

of the coil to the largest flux densities and so allows for smaller coil separations,

and is a configuration that is less favourable for efficient detection of Rayleigh440

waves.
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Using the coil arrangement described in figure 15, a pulse-echo ultrasound

A-scan was recorded on the 32 cm thick steel sample (shown in figure 16).

Although the chosen coil orientation prevents amplifier saturation, the close

proximity of the detection coil to the generation coils gives a dead time of 20445

µs. The data were therefore processed, firstly by windowing away the generation

noise before 20 µs, before fitting the A-scan trace with a 7th order polynomial

and subtracting the fit function to de-trend the low frequency generation noise

from the signal. High frequency noise was then removed using a Butterworth

bandpass filter between 0.1 and 3.5 MHz. The small reflected signal at 53 µs450

(b) corresponds to a back-scattered longitudinal wave from the defect (corre-

sponding to path 1 in figure 15). The larger pulses observed at 109 µs (c) and

132 µs (d) correspond to a longitudinal reflection off the sample’s back wall and

a forward-scattered mode-converted shear wave from the defect (corresponding

to path 2 in figure 15) respectively. This interpretation of the A-scan trace in455

figure 16 has been corroborated with finite element analysis.

The results of this experiment suggest that for detection of small defects, the

largest indications are provided by forward-scattered mode-converted signals.

Although the sample used in this experiment is not as-cast, the signals in figure

16 that constitute the defect indication have traveled through 64 cm of steel,460

and so the prospect of detecting internal defects in a 22.5 cm thick as-cast slab

sample remains promising.

5. Summary and Conclusions

This work has discussed the development of a compact, low cost, high cur-

rent four-channel phased array EMAT pulsing system that can drive coil-only465

generation coils at currents in the range of 1.75 kA. The channels of this pulser

system have programmable phase delays with a temporal resolution of 2.5 ns,

which allows for focusing and steering of the generated ultrasound beam. Ex-

periments performed on large (22.5 cm thick), coarse grained, as-cast steel slab

samples with rough surfaces demonstrate an enhancement of the transmitted470
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signal by a factor of 3.5, and appropriate application of phase delays on three

receiving elements can further improve the signal to noise ratio of a transmitted

longitudinal signal by an additional factor of 1.9.

The EMAT phased array system presented in this work can deliver sig-

nificant improvements in signal-to-noise ratio over the use of a single EMAT475

transducer. The ability to achieve high signal-to-noise ratio measurements in

attenuative industrial cast steel samples using non-contacting sensors suitable

for high-temperature application is a promising first step in the development

of a measurement system that can be employed online during the continuous

casting of steel for bulk and surface inspection of the slab. The experimental480

data presented here are supported by finite element calculations, indicating that

such numerical simulation is appropriate for further development of the system.

Preliminary defect detection experiments have demonstrated that the high-

power phased array system can be used to detect artificial void defects that are of

similar size to the wavelength, although the highest-amplitude signals observed485

actually correspond to forward-scattered mode-converted shear waves instead

of back-scattered longitudinal waves as is typical in a conventional pulse-echo

arrangement. For measurement on as-cast samples, where signal amplitudes are

expected to be lower due to poor surface condition and coarse grain structures,

a transmission setup for detection of these mode-converted signals should be490

investigated. Although defect detection using the phased EMAT array has been

demonstrated, further studies are required to demonstrate defect detection in as-

cast samples, and in particular to demonstrate detection of real casting defects

in industrial samples.
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